Soviet Union develops new long-range missile

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Soviet Union has developed a new, long-range land attack cruise missile which it may deploy on mobile launchers as a fresh threat to Western Europe, U.S. intelligence sources said yesterday.

The missile, designated by intelligence officials as the SSCX-4, is said to have a range of nearly 1,000 miles, more than the American cruise, the GLCM, scheduled for deployment in Europe late this year.

U.S. reconnaissance satellites recently detected what analysts believe is a possible mobile launcher for the SSCX-4 at a test center in the Soviet Union. It was described as a wheeled tractor-trailer vehicle big enough to launch four missiles. American officials, speaking only on condition that they remain anonymous, said the Soviets might be able to move such missiles around relatively rapidly over long distances — and that they could bring most key targets in Western Europe within range if they were deployed in Eastern European countries belonging to the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact.

There was no prediction as to when the new Soviet land attack cruise missile might become operational. If the U.S. intelligence assessments prove to be accurate, such missiles would add to the perceived threat to Western Europe represented by intermediate-range nuclear forces.

The Soviet Union, according to officials, has developed a new, SSX-4, which carries three warheads, has a range of more than 5,100 miles and can hit Western Europe from well inside the Soviet Union.

Nothing official on the SSCX-4 has appeared in Pentagon reports, although the recent Soviet Military Power publication spoke cryptically of "development of a series of long-range cruise missiles intended for ground, air and sea launch platforms." That publication indicated a belief that the air-launched version will be carried by older Soviet bombers as well as the new Blackjack now under development.

Based on available information, it appears that the reported new ground-launched SSCX-4 may be a counterpart to the U.S. GLCM, although the American weapon has a somewhat shorter range.

The United States, with the official backing of the NATO alliance but opposition from peace groups, plans to deploy 45 GLCMs and 108 Pershing 2 ballistic missiles in alien countries starting late this year.

President Reagan, in a retreat from his original call for a mutual ban of European missiles, recently offered to cut back on that deployment if the Soviets will dismantle a provocative part of it. The Soviets have balked at that, saying it still would leave the West with a huge advantage because British and French missiles, as well as weapons launched from submarines and aircraft, would not be affected.

By CECILIA "citizens' lobby focusing solely on hunger" Dietetler pointed out that the organization has also requested a temporary building and covering the ground with topsoil. After Commencement Weekend, the north road that runs along the site will be taken down and covered to the west.

Past problems with overlapping events led to the establishment of the new committee. By seating on the committee chair and class vice-president, along with a Christian Life Commissioner, it should be possible to keep campus or class events from being held at the same time as hall events, explained Hocter.

She said that another purpose of the committee is to provide student support at functions through the backing of the hall and class president.

"We hope that the support will result in a larger turnout," said Hocter.

The committee will have the same commissioner positions as does the Student Activity Planning Board (SAPB). These positions include commissioners of movies, speakers, traditional events, and entertainers. The key difference between this programming committee and the SAPB is the former's inclusion of class and hall vice presidents.

The committee, according to Hocter, is in charge of coordinating campus events such as movies, speakers, and concerts. Traditional events like Octoberfest, the Christmas Bazaar, Founder's Day activities, and An Tostaí also will be handled by the committee.

This is just a trial committee, noted Hocter, and it will be evaluated at the end of its term. If there is an improvement in coordination and response, it may become a permanent addition to Saint Mary's committees, she said.

Old fieldhouse site slated for landscaping

By MIKE WILKINS Senior Staff Reporter

The rubble remaining from the destruction of the old Fieldhouse should be gone within two weeks and work will soon begin on landscaping the site.

"It's going to take the rest of this week and maybe next week before all the rubble is cleared away," noted Donald Dedrick, physical plant director.

Work has been slow as of late because the foundations on the south side of the building are located very close to utility lines and workers must be careful to avoid those lines as they take out the old building.

Last month's snowstorm and this spring's rainy weather have not slowed the project. "If anything, the weather has been a benefit because it has helped prevent a fire that could easily start if a spark hit all that old wood," said Dedrick.

Immediate plans for the area include filling in the hole left by the building and covering the ground with topsoil. After Commencement Weekend, the north road that runs along the site will be taken down and crews will begin putting in sidewalks.

The area eventually will be turned into a pedestrian mall similar to the open area in front of the North Dining Hall, said Dedrick. Work is scheduled to be completed before school resumes in August.
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 развившихся стран. Повышение цен на бензин сократило поездки людей. Большинство людей предпочитают пользоваться общественным транспортом или велосипедами, чтобы сократить затраты на топливо.

В Мексике есть множество рынков, которые исторически играли важную роль в жизни местных жителей. Один из таких рынков находится в городе Матаморос, который расположен на границе с США.

Вывод: Мексика является привлекательным местом для туристов, особенно для тех, кто ищет недорогой и неповторимый опыт путешествия.
Callaghan / Prevoznik

New SB administrators learn ropes

By CAROL CAMP

Though their time in office has been brief, Student Body President Brian Callaghan and Vice President Peggy Prevoznik have already appointed the members of their cabinet and are investigating the progress in plans to renovate the first floor of Lafayette, the Engineering Auditorium, and Washington Hall.

Before taking office, Callaghan and Prevoznik worked with outgoing Student Body President Lloyd Burke and Vice-president Bob Yonchak. They also met with the newly-elected Senators and class officers in an effort to, in Prevoznik's words, "get out the over formalities of getting to know each other."

Now that the introductions have been made, Callaghan and Prevoznik have begun to examine the status of several unfinished projects. Before the end of the year, they hope to have lights installed for the basketball courts, and benches set up around campus.

In what he terms an effort to increase the role of the rectors and faculty members who comprise the membership of the Campus Life Council (CLC), Callaghan plans to hold a "brainstorming session." Through this meeting, he hopes "to generate discussion about the purpose and the role of the CLC, and to increase the role of the other members. After all, most of the proposals that are considered are student-initiated, and then they are either accepted or rejected by the rectors. I'd like to see that change."

Callaghan said he hopes to develop a close working relationship with the director, comptroller and commissioners of the Student Union. Such a relationship, in Callaghan's view, will "be essential, especially since Peggy, Julie (Yormanter), and I will be members of the steering Committee."

Callaghan expressed his optimism about Student Government's ability to work with Student Union, noting that "they have appointed really good commissioners who will be willing to put the time into their jobs. Also, (Student Union director) Dave Drouillard is definitely one of their best assets."

Other goals which Callaghan and Prevoznik have established and begun work on include renovating Lafourche, Washington Hall, and the Engineering Auditorium. Concrete plans are still in the development stages right now, but Callaghan is considering a list of suggested improvements for Lafourche which was submitted by Student Activities Director Jim McDonnell. Callaghan also stated his intention to continue advocating the establishment a new student center, commenting that "we have good people, such as John Gallagher, interested in it, and a large number of faculty members have come out in favor of it."

Considering the Farley-Stanford coed dorm proposal which was approved by the Senate, Callaghan observed that it is his and Prevoznik's goal to see ROPES, page 9

---

Student Activities Meeting

Monday, April 11, 7:00 pm, Library Auditorium

PURPOSE:
To explain new procedures and to answer questions regarding registration of clubs, financial statements, budget requests, movie and football concessions, etc.

WHO SHOULD COME?
A representative from each club or organization on campus.

---

EARN OVER $1000 A MONTH.
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A TOP ENGINEERING FUTURE.

How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $1000 a month during your junior and senior years just so you'd join the company after graduation? Under a special Navy program we're doing just that. It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it, you'll not only get great pay during your junior and senior years, but after graduation you'll receive a year of invaluable graduate training that is not available from any other employer.

If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or physical sciences, find out more today. And let your career pay off while still in college.

For more information, call the Naval Management Programs Office at:

1-800-382-3782

---

ICELANDAIR IS STILL YOUR BEST VALUE TO EUROPE

LUXEMBOURG ROUNDTRIP

$489 \$499 \$539

FROM NEW YORK FROM BALTIMORE FROM CHICAGO

Also low cost service to Paris, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and nice and renowned, only Icelandair flies you to the breathtaking beauty of Iceland and includes all these extras:

• Free deluxe transfers from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf, Cologne, Berlin, etc.
• 5 days in Copenhagen, etc.
• 5 days in Frankfurt
• Free wine with dinner
• FREE 10.00 luggage allowance for each passenger
• Low cost air travel to and from New York with Icelandair

---

Starts its famous afternoon lunches this Thurs & Fri from 11:00 till 1:00.

Come out and really enjoy your lunch time break.

---

Prince Charles collects a kiss from Rebecca La Fargue, 16, during an awards ceremony at the Oval in Port Pirie yesterday. The young girl earlier had asked Princess Diana's permission to kiss Charles.
Applications are now available for May & August. Pick up in Student Activities Office, 1st floor LaFortune. Deadline for applying is Monday, April 11. will be awarded on Tuesday, April 12. NO FEE

Friday, April 8 4 - 5 pm
in LaFortune’s South Alcove
"venga para hablar con nosotros y practicar el arte de conversacion"
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Spanish Club Tertulia

GLOBETROTTERS

Taxis Too!

THE HARLEM

By CINDY BOYLE

Finance Staff

In order to begin a successful business, one must start with good financial plans, said the owner of a local advertising agency last night at St. John’s.

Sandra Bate, President and owner of Imprenta, Inc., presented a lecture on "Starting Your Own Business" as part of the "Women in Workplace" lecture series.

In addition to her job with Imprenta, Inc., Bate is the owner of the magazine Today in Michoacan.

"You have to have an awful lot of confidence in yourself," Bate advised those interested in starting their own businesses. "You also have to have an awful lot of confidence in your ideas and capabilities."

Bate attributed her personal success to being "able to attack problems from a different perspective. People appreciated a non-traditional approach to things."

Bate encouraged potential business owners to know from where the money for the business is coming, and to be honest and realistic about future expenses and income. She stressed, in your own business, "you have to be the organizer and the manager."

Bate also said that the three main assets in starting one's own business are skills, plans, and resources.

The early years are the most difficult for small businesses, said Bate, and the challenges begin only after the business starts work. But, in terms of reward, Bate said that "nothing is more rewarding than getting the idea for a small business from your own mind."
Unemployed steelworkers
Reagan greeted by demonstration

PITTSBURGH (AP) — President Reagan, taking his pitch for high technology job retraining amongst a sea of unemployed steelworkers, ran into one of the largest protest demonstrations of his presidency yesterday.

After a tour of the Control Data Institute, where 125 jobless steelworkers are being trained to repair computers, Reagan spoke to the National Conference on the Displaced Worker while thousands stood outside in a cold rain waving signs and chanting.

"Reagan, Reagan, he's no good. Send him back to Hollywood," they said.


The president, whisked into the hotel through an underground garage, could see only a smattering of the crowd, which police estimated at 3,500.

But he acknowledged that he was in "boiler room" territory when he departed from his text to say, "I come to you not only as a speaker but as a possible victim."

He noted that many at the bipartisan gathering might like to see him dislocated from his job.

"We as a nation owe an obligation as well as a helping hand to those who pay the price of economic readjustments," the president said in the prepared part of his speech. "Government - federal, state and local - should provide support for job training and re-employment assistance."

Anger and skepticism were evident in the computer classroom as well as on the street outside the conference hotel.

At Control Data, several of the students, most of whom had lost jobs in the steel mills, asked Reagan if they were wearing their time remaining for jobs that might not exist by the time they finish their training in several months.

A man who identified himself as Ron Bricker approached Reagan after the president's brief remarks, handed him a resume and said, "I've been looking for a job for a year and can't find one."

Reagan took the resume and shook the man's hand, telling a corporate executive afterward that Bricker was "typical of the kind of person we want to help."
LaPorte Republicans

Nixon to speak at fundraiser

LAPORTE, Ind. (AP) — Response to the LaPorte County Republicans' fund-raising dinner featuring Richard Nixon has been so great that organizers say they have sold out the event and have had to return money to people wanting to attend.

The former president is scheduled to appear at a $50-a-plate dinner for the LaPorte County Republicans on April 20. Repairs sold out the dinner within days of the announcement and quickly printed another 200, which sold almost as rapidly.

"Now we're in the process of returning money to people who wanted tickets," said John J. Hanberg, chairman of "An Evening With Richard Nixon." The fund-raiser is to be at the Holiday Inn.

Hanberg said LaPorte Republicans were quite surprised — and happy — when Nixon accepted their invitation to speak.

"He will talk about international affairs. But there will be no press coverage. Reporters could buy tickets, but with the condition that they could not write or broadcast stories about the talk," Hanberg said.

The former president has accepted speaking invitations from as many as 40 civic groups, said Nicholas J. Ruwe, Nixon's chief of staff. Last week he was in Palm Beach, Fla., and on April 15 he will appear in Atlanta.

"And I've got stacks of other invitations from other organizations," Ruwe said, "too many to accept.

When Nixon resigned in 1974 in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal, he was unwelcome in most circles, political or otherwise. Friends close to Nixon said he, like Rodney Dangerfield, wants a little respect and acceptance, particularly among Republicans.

Nixon received more than a little respect last April 21, when more than 700 persons each paid $150 to attend a fund-raiser for Orange County Republicans in Anaheim, Calif., the former president's home turf. He was greeted by a standing ovation and a band playing "Hail to the Chief."

"Of course, he wants senior statesman status," said L. Keith Bulen, a former Republican national committeeman from Indiana who is commissioner of the International Joint Commission of the United States and Canada. "He's a very serious person and has a wealth of information and knowledge, particularly about foreign affairs. It's understandable that he wants to contribute."

Bulen and Gordon K. Durnil, chairman of the Indiana Republican State Committee, were within the first 100 to respond to Nixon's campaign of 1968 and 1972, and both were contacted by the former president after this initial invitation from LaPorte.

Both said they advised Nixon his appearance in LaPorte would help the GOP there.

"Of course Nixon as a speaker is going to make money," Durnil said. "I believe he would nudge (former) President Ford, (civil rights leader) Jesse Jackson or any other public figure. But there are other risks.

Those other risks include the possibility that people may harbor ill feelings about Nixon's role in Watergate and transfer some of that sentiment to the politician so unwise as to invite the former president into his backyard.

Mayor Richard Berkley of Kansas City, Mo., for example, said he will boycott Nixon's appearance at a fundraiser scheduled by Missouri Republicans the day after the former president appears in LaPorte.

The mayor of LaPorte, however, said he is happy and plans to attend the LaPorte dinner.

"I've been county chairman for the Republican Party three times," said Mayor William P. Ansirk, "and I've talked with Nixon on a one-to-one basis several times. And I'm personally glad his coming.

Other Republicans will not be available, however, reportedly because of prior commitments. Gov. Robert D. Orr previously had accepted a speaking engagement and Sens. Richard G. Lugar and Dan Quayle had previous engagements.

Rep. John P. Hiler, whose 3rd Dist. includes LaPorte, will not attend because of budget sessions in Congress, his press aide said.

**Ox-ford, n.** A style of footwear; A type of cloth shirt; A fine University; The most distinguished apartments in Indianapolis to call home; A habitat for adults, singles, or roommates; A quality lifestyle for you, the graduating senior. Syn.: See apartment listing below.
USA Today revolutionizes news

The change in the three "local" newspapers since the debut of USA Today in the South Bend market has been startling.

Skip Desjardin

The two Chicago papers, and South Bend's own, have taken to featuring a great deal more color pictures on the front pages, which, it is said, no doubt an effort to compete with the colorful, brash national paper that began publication here in early March.

USA Today has no home delivery, and relies heavily on newsstand sales. It is thought that fact would, at least in Chicago, hurt the Sun Times greatly. The tabloid also relies heavily on newsstand sales, from which it gets some 60 percent of its circulation.

In anticipation of USA Today's appearance, the Sun Times reporters were subjected to a new typeface reminiscent of the old Chicago Daily News. The new type has since been adopted by the paper, making it more pleasing to the eye, and easier to read. We were told that the paramedics had suggested that, in his state, he would not necessarily reflect the opinions of the administration of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's, the D.C. paper.

I, and the others around me, assumed that fact would, at least in Chicago, hurt the Sun Times greatly. The tabloid also relies heavily on newsstand sales, from which it gets some 60 percent of its circulation.

USA Today, which has the most total readership in the South Bend market has been startling.

The station will have to stay on the air during breaks and over the weekend, as the FM station does, in order to keep its license. Right now, wsnd-am goes off when students are not here. This may mean it will have to pay some of its employees to work the breaks. This leads to another potential bugaboo: the station's current mailing list.

The new station hopes to succeed among the various, often disjointed, stereo programs which are springing up; or as the community. This is not as easy as it sounds, however, because of the widely varying tastes among the student body. My suggestion is for the station to find some void in South Bend radio, of which there are many. It should not be necessary to duplicate another local station's format.

Once it has begun to establish its niche, the station will have to look at the ratings. If the station hopes to succeed among the various, often disjointed, stereo programs which are springing up; or as the community. This is not as easy as it sounds, however, because of the widely varying tastes among the student body. My suggestion is for the station to find some void in South Bend radio, of which there are many. It should not be necessary to duplicate another local station's format.

If USA Today makes a significant impact in the circulation of any of these papers, greater emphasis on the regional character, regional stories, will be the key to its survival. As a national paper that appears in the same form from coast to coast, USA Today cannot devote columns inches to local stories.

Local papers may be flexible. And the South Bend Tribune, which has the most local readership of any of the newspapers, may be interested in making some of its employees to work the breaks. This leads to another potential bugaboo: the station's current mailing list.

The new station hopes to succeed among the various, often disjointed, stereo programs which are springing up; or as the community. This is not as easy as it sounds, however, because of the widely varying tastes among the student body. My suggestion is for the station to find some void in South Bend radio, of which there are many. It should not be necessary to duplicate another local station's format.

If USA Today makes a significant impact in the circulation of any of these papers, greater emphasis on the regional character, regional stories, will be the key to its survival. As a national paper that appears in the same form from coast to coast, USA Today cannot devote columns inches to local stories.

The only way to get the news from home will be to continue to be the local papers. The signs are hard to see, but they are there. USA Today is improving the way we get our news.
Shuttle astronauts ready for walk

On the third day of Challenger's five-day flight, astronauts Paul J. Weitz and Carol Bobko, commander and pilot respectively, were both sitting in their seats waiting for the go-ahead to perform the first EVA (extravehicular activity) by a woman in space. They had both been ready to go since about 10:30 AM, but had to wait for the crew to complete their practice session on how to repair the small satellite that was being deployed from Challenger. The satellite was the first of its kind to be deployed by a space shuttle, and the astronauts were both excited and nervous about the mission.

The astronauts were to use a device called the KV-21, which was equipped with a footrest and a handrail, to climb up to the satellite and attach it to the shuttle. The mission was to take about 90 minutes, and the astronauts were scheduled to return to their seats after the operation was completed.

As the astronauts were about to begin their EVA, they received a call from mission control informing them that a small piece of debris had been spotted in their path. The astronauts were told to hold off on the EVA until the debris could be cleared from the area. The debris turned out to be a piece of the satellite that had been detached during the deployment.

The debris was a problem, but the astronauts were determined to complete their mission. They were confident that they could handle the problem and were ready to proceed with the EVA.

The astronauts were scheduled to perform the EVA at 11:30 AM, and they were both excited to be the first women to perform an EVA in space. The mission was a historic one, and the astronauts were determined to make the most of it.

As the astronauts began their EVA, they were faced with a number of challenges. The debris was a problem, and the astronauts had to work around it to complete their task. They were also faced with the challenge of working in the zero-gravity environment of space, which required a great deal of skill and coordination.

Despite the challenges, the astronauts were able to complete their mission and return to their seats with the small satellite securely attached to the shuttle. The mission was a success, and the astronauts were both proud of their accomplishment.
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Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,

We Put You Through The World's Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.

It takes more than 16 months of intensive training to become a fully qualified officer in the Nuclear Navy. You begin with four months of leadership training. Then as a Navy officer you get a full year of graduate-level training unavailable anywhere else at any price.

Navy training is based on more than 190 reactor-years of experience. Right now the Navy operates over half the nuclear reactors in America. And the Navy's nuclear equipment is the most sophisticated in the world. That's why your Navy training is and must be the most sophisticated in the world.

As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, you have decision-making authority immediately. You get important management responsibility fast. Because in the Navy, as your knowledge grows, so does your responsibility. Your training and experience place you among the country's most qualified professionals. (No surprise that most of the men who operate the reactors in private industry sit in the Nuclear Navy.)

It takes more time and more effort to become an officer in the Nuclear Navy. But the rewards are greater, too. The rewards can begin as early as your junior year in college. Quality, and the Navy will pay you approximately $1000/month while you finish school. After four years, with regular promotions and salary increases, you can be earning as much as $40,500. That's on top of a benefits package that includes medical and dental care, and 30 days of vacation every year. More responsibility, more money, more future. So, if you're majoring in math, engineering or the physical sciences, and you want to know more about a future in nuclear power, fill in the coupon.

Today's Nuclear Navy is an opportunity like no other in the world.
Handicapped man accused of rape

Baltimore (AP) — A 20-year-old man who has been confined to a wheelchair since a policeman shot him in the spine a year ago yesterday of raping a young woman with the help of a friend.

James Robinson, 21, the woman's former boyfriend, allegedly helped Callaghan, who was McGee out of his wheelchair and onto the ground beside the woman, police said.

The two were charged with first-degree rape and first-degree sex offense, police said. McGee was being held in lieu of $12,000 bail. Burch, who was on probation for a theft charge, was set at $50,000.

McGee, a black, was paralysed from the waist down in a pizza parlor shooting. Robinson was with McGee that night and was a key witness against the white off-duty detective who did the shooting.

According to police, the 20-year-old woman met Robinson and McGee on Tuesday night in a park in East Baltimore, and the three went to a secluded area.

The woman said Robinson and McGee told her they had a gun and a knife and would hurt her if she failed to cooperate, police reported.

Sgt. Mike Bass, a police spokesman, said the woman told authorities she was forced to have sex with both men. The woman said she never saw a weapon, according to police.

Police arrested McGee and Robinson early yesterday, Bass said.

The woman was treated for rape and bruises at City Hospitals and released, officers said.

Injuries which paralyze the legs do not always affect a man's ability to have sex.

McGee's family has filed a $15 million civil suit against the city stemming from March 20, 1983, shooting.

Detective Stephen McGee, who was on his way home from a class at Johns Hopkins University that night, testified at an administrative hearing that he believed McGee, then 17, and Robinson were about to rob the pizza parlor.

An object that McGee saw McGee take from his pocket turned out to be a cigarette lighter. The officer said he thought it was a gun.

Civil rights groups and a coalition of more than 200 black clergymen protested the shooting, particularly after then-prosecutor William Swisher decided not to press criminal charges against McGee.

A police administrative review board found the officer had acted improperly, and McGee was dismissed from the police force.

In addition to the civil suit, McGee is also appealing a June decision by the Maryland Criminal Injuries Compensation Board that he was ineligible for financial assistance from the state, said John Enock, his lawyer in the civil cases.

The board previously ruled McGee eligible for compensation as a victim of a crime, but later reversed itself.

Arrest

continued from page 4

The University has five positions open next year for mature graduate students to serve as front gate security officers. We need students who are public relations minded and who are able to firmly handle the difficult and demanding responsibilities of enforcing the traffic regulations and giving information to the public at this sensitive location. The position pays $2125 per semester and requires 20 hours of work per week.

To contact the Director of Security:

Before Tues., April 12

Provide Resume

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS MANAGERS

U.S. Navy Supply Corps has openings in training programs offering early managerial and technical responsibilities in one of the following areas:

- Systems Inventory Management
- Acquisition, Installation, Computing, Computer Systems, Financial management
- Starting salary of $17,000, rapid advancement plus benefits. "BA/BS degree required or between 12 months of graduation from college, B average preferred, U.S. citizenship, age limit 30.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-382-9782. Or talk to a Navy representative who will be on campus Apr. 12 & 13.

Senior Bar

Junior Night at Senior Bar

Sat. April 9th

Enjoy beer specials for a real taste of next year.

Dressed unwind from MCA tension

Bar opens at 9:30

Applications are available for Senior Bar Staff

Bartenders

Bouncers

And DJ's

They can be picked up in the Student Activities Office April 7 & 8.
Women's Bookstore basketball will hold a mandatory meeting for all captains on Sunday, April 10 at 4 p.m. in the Laffey Ballroom. Games will start on Monday. If you have any questions, call Kendra Erven at 283-6885. — The Observer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team, coming off a loss over the weekend against C.W. Post College, traveled to Columbus, Ohio last night to take on Midwest Lacrosse Association rival, Ohio State. The results of the game and a preview of the upcoming game with ML Union College will appear in tomorrow's paper. — The Observer

Larry Gallo's baseball team will play host to Bethel College in a doubleheader today at Kline Field. The squad is coming off an exciting weekend where it won two out of four games. The first half of the doubleheader is scheduled to begin at 1:50. — The Observer

The men's tennis team's match against Valparaiso that was scheduled for today has been postponed until Sunday. The Irish will travel to Chicago for their match against Loyola. Their person team will sign up for the tie for the nine-hole scramble tournament which will be on Tuesday of An Tostal. — The Observer

Dave Pouliot, co-captain of last year's Notre Dame hockey team, played his final NHL game over the weekend. Playing for the Philadelphia Flyers, he scored two goals in the Flyers' 4-2 win over Toronto. — The Observer

An Tostal Golf Tournament signups will be Tuesday, April 13 from 6-8 p.m. in the main bookstore. Anyone interested. Their team will sign up for tee times for the nine hole scramble which will be on Tuesday of An Tostal. — The Observer

Luther Bradley intercepted Tampa Bay quarterbacks six times in Chicago's 45-3 win Sunday. The former Notre Dame all-American now holds the 88's all-time record of 7443 or 239-6691 so far this season. — The Observer

The 88 have never been treated so well. The Saint Mary's Track Team competed over the weekend. — The Observer

INTERBALL baseball captains have a meeting today in the ACC Auditorium at 4:40. Attendance is mandatory. If there are any questions call the NVA office at 259-5100. — The Observer

The handball ladder will be forming soon. Anyone interested in participating should contact Joel Haling at 283-7514 Monday, April 11. — The Observer

The South Bend Tribune will be holding a ride on Saturday, April 9 at 9:30 p.m. Members should meet at the Lyon's basketball courts. — The Observer

The Saint Mary's Track Team competed over the weekend in a meet with Marion College and Gooden College. Mary's leading scorer in the 1500 meters. In a doubleheader today at Kline Field. The squad is coming off an exciting weekend where it won two out of four games. The first half of the doubleheader is scheduled to begin at 1:50. — The Observer

Water polo team continues this week in the Rockne Memorial Pool. The meet at 10 a.m. will remember a former freshman for whom your team will not be allowed to pool money. Can be placed in an envelope with the team name, and brought to 348 Farley. — The Observer

The ND-SMC Women's Golf Team is hosting the 1983 Lady Irish Spring Invitational this weekend on the Burke Memorial. The Universities of Evansville, Wisconsin, and Wisconsin Whitewater are attending. Tee offs are 10 a.m. on Saturday and 9 a.m. on Sunday. — The Observer

NHL playoff action continued last night with a few startling upsets. The Buffalo Sabres pulled off one of the upsets, beating the Montreal Canadiens, 1-0, in Montreal. Buffalo drove the series 1-0. St. Louis pulled off the other upset as it defeated the Chicago Black Hawks, 4-2, on Chicago's home ice. The defending champion New York Islanders started off toward another Stanley Cup with a 5-2 rout of Washington. Edmonton and Calgary were the other winners. Edmonton cruised past Winnipeg, 6-3, while the Blues defeated Vancouver, 3-1, in overtime. Action resumes today. — AP

The NM-DSC Women's Basketball Club will hold a ride on Saturday, April 9 at 9:30 p.m. Members should meet at the Lyon's basketball courts. — The Observer

The football team is looking for a few more players. If you are interested, please tryout. — The Observer

WANTED

Lost} in WANTED}

No more questions asked. Reply to JAY REIDY 239-7668.

Lost: 300 room 119 Haggar 
Lost: 12:30 I tos111

Lose blocks please! We will pay $15 per page and have them back in three days. — The Observer

Two-mail flights to take on Midwest Lacrosse Association rival, Ohio State. The results of the game and a preview of the upcoming game with ML Union College will appear in tomorrow's paper. — The Observer

Please note that the USF press box will be open to the public throughout the entire series. — USF

The NM-DSC Women's Basketball Club will hold a ride on Saturday, April 9 at 9:30 p.m. Members should meet at the Lyon's basketball courts. — The Observer
Two weeks later he scored his first carries in his very first game in a Notre Dame uniform against Sweeney at the fullback spot. He ran Smith carried the ball only eight times for 2,776 yards at Moeller. The Observer

... Fullback

The most amazing thing about Brooks and Smith has nothing to do with statistics. It is the way they view their current competition that is a credit to their attitudes and an asset to the team. When two such talented athletes compete for the same position, something usually has to give and frequently the result is team disunity, talks of transfer, or purpose of benefitting the team as a whole at that time," says Smith. "I just want to contribute for the best of team. If that means playing the whole quarter, or just a minute, fine."

For two years the dynamic one-two punch has engaged in mostly friendly fire. This fall, though, is team disunity, talks of transfer, or purpose of benefitting the team as a whole at that time," says Smith. "I just want to contribute for the best of team. If that means playing the whole quarter, or just a minute, fine."

The Observer

REMEMBER
Yearbook Senior Portraits!!

April 5 to April 22
9:30 - 1 and 2 - 5:00
You can still sign up for your portrait by calling 239-5183 now!!

Sittings: Traditional $8.00
Contemporary $8.15

Please pay by check or bring Exact Change... THANKS!!

Mix & Match Liquor & Wine Cases 10% DISCOUNT

Kings Cellar

KINGS CELLAR VODKA OR GIN
799.
4" CORDIALS
MOSSHO
13.99
499
CHAMBRO
13.99
799
METAXA DIZO
13.99
499
LENOX
PUSH BLACKBERRY
13.99
499
JAVA FRESH COFFEE
CREAM LIQUEUR
13.99
499
GRAND MARNER
13.99
499
CARAMILK
13.99
499
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
5.99
179

WINES
EXCEPT ON SALE CASE
MOFFET WINE
12.99
499
CARLO LE XL
12.99
499
SARAH LE XL
12.99
499
CAVE DE MENTRE
12.99
499
SLIC GIN
12.99
499
TRIPLE SEC
12.99
499

QuarTS
Strohs
8.99
Pabst
8.99
Old Milwaukee
7.99
Budweiser
9.59

Volleyball signs recruits

The Notre Dame volleyball team has announced that two recruits for the 1983-84 squad have announced their intentions to come to the school. Molly Merchant and Kathy McKown, students at Laguna High School in Laguna Beach, Calif., are the first recruits to officially commit themselves to the school.

Merchant was a setter for her Laguna team that captured the league title into this past fall. She has competed in the Junior Olympics and the National Championship. She was chosen Most Valuable Player in the South Coast Volleyball League.

"Molly is an excellent defensive player and she has very good technique, which is a credit to her high school program," says Irish coach Sandy Vandor. "She has the body to play in the frontcourt with excellent proficiency and consistency." McKown also competed in the Junior Olympics and Junior Nationals and played a big part in her school's success.

"Kathy is an outstanding defensive player who can move quickly to the ball," says Vandor.

Corby's

Thursday Happy Hour 3-7
Senior Formal Informal
Margaritas $1.00
Heinenkraft draft $1.00

Friday Happy Hour 3-7
Mixed Drinks 2 for 1
Bud draft 60c
The Observer

is accepting applications for the positions of
* Copy Editor and
* Assistant News Editor.

Deadline for submissions is 4/11/83.

Fwyant Floral CO. Inc.

"Flowers for all occasions"
Come in and Browse

327 Lincolnway
322-3354

The Knights of the Castle

Haircut Shampoo Blowdry & Condition Reg. $15
NOW $8.50 with coupon
Haircut only $5 with coupon
(Hair must be washed day of cut)

272-0312  277-1691
($6 offer only applies to male patrons)

Student Union Publicity Department

NEEDS ENTHUSIASTIC, HARDWORKING

* ADMINISTRATORS
* POSTER HANGERS ($)
* ARTISTS

For the next year - No experience necessary

Contact Ann at S.U. 239-7605

WANT TO FLY?

If your goal is to become a professional, you owe it to yourself not to overlook any opportunities that will help you reach that goal. THE NAVY PILOT (20/20 vision is required) is the finest in the world, flying a variety of sophisticated high performance aircraft. THE NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER (vision correctible to 20/20) is the quarter-back of the Naval Aviation Team with wide-ranging expertise from state-of-the-art Data Processing to Master Tactician. If you are a college graduate, or are within three years of graduation, wanting to get your feet off the ground, and earn over $27,000 a year within four years and attend the world's most prestigious flight school, contact or mail your resume to:

NAVAL AVIATION

575 N. Pennsylvania St.
Office 646, Indianapolis, IN 46204
1-800-382-3782

... Tennis

continued from page 16

Gandy, 7-5, 6-2, and Spengler topped off NU's day with a 6-0, 6-4 win over Camille Cooper.

The match was played indoors in the North Dome, and took over five hours to complete.

"When you can't get on all the singles at one time, the match drags for a while," said Petro, who had to leave the match early because of a recruiting trip. "Instead of being three hours long, the afternoon lasts for five hours."

The women's tennis squad, the only Division II team left at the University, fell to 2-4, mainly against a Division I schedule.

"I think playing teams (like Northwesterns) will pay off in the long run, whatever the outcome," says Petro. "You just won't see the dividends until the tournament."

... Fame

continued from page 16

play in next year's Hall of Fame game. Dziedzic's reply was, "We'll see ..."

BOOKSTORE BRIEFS — Today's top attractions appear to be Tequila White Lightning vs. Team #251 at 6:15 on Stepan I and the Even-less Jacksonless Five vs. We Eat Meat on Fridays Plus I at 6:15 on Bookstore 9. Tequila White Lightning was a Final 16 team two years ago and the Even-less Jacksonless Five are led by Assistant Basketball Coach Jim Baron. . . . Commissioner Dziedzic stresses the importance of each team having a sixth person there to assist the scorekeeper.

EASY RIDER TO AND FROM CHICAGO'S OHARE EVERY 2 HOURS EVERY DAY

United Limo

continued from page 16

WANT TO FLY?
Clubs are busy as year nears end

Rivalry is an essential element in club sports as it is in varsity sports. It promotes a team spirit even stronger than usual. Notre Dame's rivalry with teams like Michigan, Southern Cal, Penn State, and UCLA has traditionally captured the imaginations of sports fans across the country. This weekend, many of Notre Dame's club sports faced some of their fiercest rivals.

RUGBY — Notre Dame's Rugby Club won two of the three games it played this weekend against Ohio State. This weekend's match marked the first meeting between the two teams in several years.

The B and C teams defeated the Buckeyes 8-6 and 10-0, respectively, while the A team dropped its game to the Buckeyes 3-6. Notre Dame's loss to Ohio State in the A game caused the Irish to lose possession of the Canerwall Cup which is awarded to the winner of the A game.

The president of the Rugby Club, Sean Sullivan, believes the team played well despite adverse field conditions. The game also pointed out a few of the team's weaknesses.

Next weekend, the Irish will play Lincoln Park University in Chicago. "Lincoln Park is not one of the better clubs in Chicago so I think we will beat them," predicts Sullivan.

SOFTBALL — At the end of the fourth inning of Tuesday's opener against Saint Mary's varsity team, the game was called due to rain. "Applesauce!" The Irish were leading at the time, 14-9. The game was Notre Dame's first of the season and, if it were not for the poor weather conditions, the Irish might have claimed their first victory.

"We wanted to play another inning, but the field was unplayable and it was drizzling the whole time," said Club President Chris Callahan.

Today, the Irish will host Saint Francis College at 3 p.m.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL — Last weekend, the Notre Dame sailing club traveled to Miami University of Ohio to capture third place behind Ohio Wesleyan and Miami. The club president, J.B. Kuppe, was pleased with the outcome of this weekend's regatta since Miami and Ohio Wesleyan are ranked among the top 15 sailing clubs in the nation. Kuppe was also pleased with the consistency of this year's sailors.

Next weekend, the Irish will compete in a regatta at Marquette University. Kuppe anticipates a strong finish as the regatta because the freshman sailors will accompany the club on the trip. "All we have to do now is get our freshmen pumped about the rest of the regattas and we will do well this season," he commented.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL — On Saturday, the men's volleyball team will travel to Bowling Green, Ohio to compete in the Midwest Intercollegiate Volleyball Association's championship tournament. The club president, Clark Gibson, expects his team to win the tournament since the Irish have defeated all the other teams competing in the tournament at least once.

Mary Sieger
Sports Writer

Club Corner

The Irish are 59-17 this season and are ranked in first place in the league. Gibson believes the Irish are well prepared for the tournament and that "this is the year for a league championship."

GYMNASIUMS — The Notre Dame gymnastics team will travel to Purdue University on Saturday to compete in its last meet of the season. The men's team is 3-4 this season while the women's team holds a 6-5 record.

Scott Forman, the club president, describes the rivalry between Purdue and Notre Dame as "friendly," despite the men's loss to Purdue in their last meet by a fraction of a point.

Forman is optimistic that the women's team will defeat Purdue this weekend but anticipates a close contest between the two teams. "We think we can beat both teams, but the race is going to be on the men's team," he said.

ROWING — The Rowing Club's meet which was scheduled for this Saturday was changed to Sunday due to a conflict with the MCAT exams. On Sunday, the Irish will host the University of Kansas, Northwestern University, and Lincoln Park University. Notre Dame will encounter its toughest competition from Lincoln Park, who holds last year's club championship title.

Jim Feider, Club President, believes Sunday's meet will indicate how the Irish will fare for the remainder of the season. "Right now, the whole team is strong and no one crew stands out at this time," said Feider. "We should have a better indication after Sunday's meet.

WOMEN'S TRACK — Notre Dame's women's track team will travel to Hope College on Saturday for its second meet of the season. Club president, Rose Marie Fortman, is optimistic that the squad will perform well. Fortman is optimistic that the women's team will defeat Purdue this weekend but anticipates a close contest between the two teams. "We think we can beat both teams, but the race is going to be on the men's team," she said.

Attention COTH Majors & Intended Majors!!
Preregistration for ALL Majors and intended majors will take place in the loft of O'Shaughnessy Hall on Monday April 11, Tuesday April 12, & Wednesday April 13. Please make an appointment with your advisor for counseling BEFORE registering for classes.

An Tostal

ANTOSTAL INNÍ FÉIN

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Yesterday's Results
Danny Me's Bar St. John's 15-13, St. Mary's 12, Bowman 16-8
Col Gymnasium 13, Menon 11-0, Gymnasium 13
The Admirals 7, We Don't Know the Bishops 9
The Hopefuls 15, Friends 4, Saint Louis 15

Today's Games
Fighting Pirates vs Notre Dame 13, 6 p.m.
Aqua Basset vs Five Guys and Two Redheads 6, 7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous 15, 7 p.m.
Africans vs Black Forest 15, 7 p.m.

THE WHITE CENTER FOR LAW AND GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES

"The Role of Political Action Committees in the American Political Process"

Terry Dolan, National Chairman of NCPAC
Fred Wertheimer, President of Common Cause

Friday April 8
Room 101 The Law School

N.D.S.U.
Concert Commission
is looking for next year's Assistants
Submit a one page application to the Student Union by Wednesday midnight.

SEND FOR OUR GUIDE TO GOOD SUMMER READING
Dziabis pulls hamstring

Irish beat weather, win two relays

By DEAN SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

If Dick Addis had been in Cape Girardeau, Mo., last weekend with the Notre Dame track team, he would have been at a loss for one weather word. A few would have come to mind, such as cold, windy, and wet.

The track team traveled to the campus of Southeast Missouri to compete in the S.E. Missouri Relays. Despite the poor conditions and injuries to key individuals, the Irish gave a fine performance.

Led by Co-captain Jim Moyar, the 4 by 1600 meter relay team captured first place. Moyar, a senior from Downers Grove, III., ran the first leg in a blazing 51:1 to pave the way for teammates Jim Tyler, Tim Cannon, and Andy Dillon, each of whom finished strong to establish the lead by 20 seconds.

The other Notre Dame victory came in the 4 by 800 meter relay. Paced by All-American Steve Dziabis and freshman John McNelis, Notre Dame set a track record with a time of 7:52.6. Tyler and Moyar also turned in sparkling performances in that event.

Because of the weather, results were subpar. This was most evident in the 110-meter high hurdles. Miguel Williams of Middle Tennessee holds the nation's fastest time this year in that event, but he could only muster a time of 14.3, one-tenth of a second ahead of third-place finisher John McCaughey, a Notre Dame graduate student.

Van Peary, Jan Kania, Dziabis, and Tyler, sometimes called the Spint Medley team, fared well in the adverse conditions placing fourth in 3:50.6. In the open 1500-meter run, sophomore Tim Cannon won with a time of 4:01 to finish third. Teammate Ralph Caron finished sixth in the same race.

In the field events, Notre Dame also made a good showing. Sophomore James Patterson gave a superlative effort on his final jump to place second in the long jump. Chuck Constable high jumped six-foot-eight inches to tie for third place and Charlie Brady hurled the javelin 174 feet which was good for sixth place.

In the 4 by 400, Notre Dame and Dziabis dodged a bullet. The relay team was bailed for an easy victory when Dziabis had to step off the track. The co-captain, who has a history of leg problems, had felt a twinge in his hamstring.

Coach Joe Piane was not sure whether the injury was a pull or a scar tissue from a previous injury tearing. Nevertheless, Dziabis will not compete in this weekend's Midwest Catholic Championships. He is expected to be back for next week's Indiana State Championships.

Freshman hurdler Dean McFarlane also suffered a leg injury, causing him to be scratched from the 4 by 110 shuttle hurdle relay. Freshman John Gleason did an admirable job filling in at the last minute, helping the relay team to a sixth place finish.

Hurricanes arrive a bit early

By STEVE LABATE
Sports Writer

The latest change involving the Notre Dame football team does not involve any personnel, instead it pertains to the 1984 Irish schedule.

The originally scheduled Nov. 26 game with the Hurricanes of Miami in the Orange Bowl has been moved ahead eight weeks to Sept. 24. The reason? What else? National television. Thus time its CBS's turn to alter the Irish schedule.

Not only is there a date shift, but a time slot change as well. CBS has switched the game to Saturday evening instead of the afternoon so that it can draw a larger audience.

Notre Dame head coach Gerry Faust does not seem to mind, however.

"We're not displeased with the change," said Faust. "It puts us in a situation where we play 11 straight games again, but it moves the game into September where we think it has some advantages for us.

"You worry about the heat down there at that time of year. But what we like about it is that we were going to have to play Miami in the last week, and they would have two weeks off between this game and the one the following week. So we would have had to play them straight through."

The last game of the year will now be against Air Force on Nov. 19. The game, at Notre Dame, will be the first time the team has closed a season at home since 1969. This too pleases Faust who, no doubt, would like to get even with the Falcons.

Gates Open All Day Sunday

Master Mini Warehouses

- VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
- APPROX 2 1/2 MILES NORTH US 31-33
- GATES OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

Call Now

683-1959

Good friends will help you study angles when all you can think about is curves.
Chris Smith, Mark Brooks
Big chance has arrived for friends

By LOUIE SOMOGYI
Sports Writer

For two years now, sophomore fullbacks Mark Brooks and Chris Smith have been anxiously waiting.

With the completion of Larry Mortaray's career at Notre Dame, the door was open for this chance to spring and fall to finally fully display the talents of these two recruits throughout the nation in awe two years ago.

Ever since the two Cincinnati natives enrolled as freshmen at Notre Dame, the chance to see how we stack up was in for when it scheduled Northwestern, we faced some pretty big fans, bought me peanuts and cracker jacks. At the scoreboard and the score - and

By MIKE RICCARDI
Scoring '83

They were thought to be the major gems of what was described as the premier array of football recruits ever handed in by a school in a single year.

Brooks was the 1980 Ohio Class AAA Player of the Year as he led GER. Frierot to a Super Sectional final in Meo.

Kim Smith
Northwestern
By MIKE RICCARDI
Sports Editor

Sharon Petro's Notre Dame women's tennis team was in for when it scheduled Northwestern University. And it was certainly let down as the Wildcats, ranked No. 6 in the country, defeated the Irish, 8-1, under the North Dome of the ACC.

"We look forward to matches like this," said Petro. "It gives us a chance to see how we stack up against the big names - and in Northwestern, we faced some pretty good players.

"Carls established their dominance early, whipping the Irish, 6-0, with three matches played - and Cindy Brichter beddered ND's Lainey Kondratek, 6-3, 6-0, and Caroline Spengler and Kim Lengyel beat Cathy Schnell and Lisa Gannon, 6-4 and 6-0.

Lafortune and Brichter broke the Irish women's service to win in straight sets.

The tough loss set the tone for the afternoon as Notre Dame was able to win only one of six sets played.

In the first set of three matches on the indoor courts, Suester Panther-O'Rourke matched the score of one only two three-setters on the day.

In the other close match, No. 1 singles player Mary Colligan took Lord to a third set after winning a second-set tie-breaker, but lost, 2-6, 7-6, and 5-7.

Rosen beat Nos. 2 LaFratte, 6-2 and 6-4, and the Irish were down, 5-7, 6-4, 6-4.

Soennis, page 12

Gandy beat Cathy Schnell and Lisa Gannon, 6-4 and 6-0.

Lafortune stepped a driver who then rolled out at around 3:00.

At around 6:05, a red carpet from the gym's ceiling was pulled out to center court. One stepped a driver who then rolled out a red carpet from the car's passenger door. One by one, they stepped out amidst assisted cheers, high-fives, and clapping.

The members of The Even Worse Off had arrived - and in grand style.

A small trampline, borrowed from the gymnastics team, quickly waxed up a few feet from the basket.

After a brief dunking exhibition by The Even Worse Off, made up of team members Mike Comets, Larry Augustin, Joe Steen, Bob Snyder, and Bob Simms, the game was ready to begin.

But before历史新高 had blessed the team in Latin.

It seems that Coach had written to Irish, asking for him to be there to bless them. In reply, Irish blessed the team in Latin.

"We would like to be asked back to see them," has arrived - and in grand style.

The Even Worse Off lost to the highly favored Love and the Shooting Stars. But before falling 21-7 to the team led by Irish varsity forward Karl Love, The Even Worse Off put on a show to be remembered by many for a long time.

At around 6:05, a red carpet from the car's passenger door. One by one, they stepped out amidst assisted cheers, high-fives, and clapping.

The members of The Even Worse Off had arrived - and in grand style.

A small trampline, borrowed from the gymnastics team, quickly waxed up a few feet from the basket.

After a brief dunking exhibition by The Even Worse Off, made up of team members Mike Comets, Larry Augustin, Joe Steen, Bob Snyder, and Bob Simms, the game was ready to begin.

But before历史新高 had blessed the team in Latin.

It seems that Coach had written to Irish, asking for him to be there to bless them. In reply, Irish blessed the team in Latin.

"We would like to be asked back to see them," has arrived - and in grand style.

The Even Worse Off lost to the highly favored Love and the Shooting Stars. But before falling 21-7 to the team led by Irish varsity forward Karl Love, The Even Worse Off put on a show to be remembered by many for a long time.

At around 6:05, a red carpet from the car's passenger door. One by one, they stepped out amidst assisted cheers, high-fives, and clapping.

The members of The Even Worse Off had arrived - and in grand style.

A small trampline, borrowed from the gymnastics team, quickly waxed up a few feet from the basket.

After a brief dunking exhibition by The Even Worse Off, made up of team members Mike Comets, Larry Augustin, Joe Steen, Bob Snyder, and Bob Simms, the game was ready to begin.

But before历史新高 had blessed the team in Latin.

It seems that Coach had written to Irish, asking for him to be there to bless them. In reply, Irish blessed the team in Latin.

"We would like to be asked back to see them," has arrived - and in grand style.